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Customer Feature (2)

When an Organisasjon element is supplied in the call to the EPJ API LesPasientStatus method and the Organisasjon/
Avdeling includes an id of type "ENH", this id is used when requesting authorization ticket from HelseId for calling the KJ 
LesVarslinger
[RENO-16813, As FM, I should provide ward-id to authenticate for the KJ LesVarslinger call]

FM now handles receiving a renewal, not stopped, for a locally stopped prescription.
[RENO-17680, As a user, I want to remove local, past stop when a renewal is received in a PLL without stop information]

 

 

Customer Defect (4)

Deleted (removed in replace or remove local lib) items that have been stopped are now properly filtered out of items query for 
patients.
[RENO-17525, Stopped regs. in AF when "erstatt lokal LIB med PLL" is used]

Pending recalls in AF (not in vib) are undone when a PLL comes in with the same treatment.
[RENO-17657, PLL-doctor can send PLL with element in AF]

Fixed a defect that could in some particular cases rely on the application server start time when loading stopped items.
[RENO-17689, Automatically stopped Regs (stop is passed) shown in AF after closing samstemming]

Fixed item source for items coming in as part of M25 and made sure prescriptions stopped more than 3 months ago are not 
included in PLL
[RENO-17702, Active treatment in LIB sent out as stopped in PLL ]

 

Defect (3)

Fixed a bug where automatically stopped treatments were shown in samstemming after sending new PLL or doing RF lookup. 
These are now removed when sending PLL or doing an RF lookup. 
[RENO-17504, Automatically stopped treatments are shown in samstemming after sending new PLL or doing RF lookup]

Treatments automatically stopped by information coming in from KJ are now consistently maintained by following RF lookups.
[RENO-17652, Automatically stopped treatment reappears in the LIB after RF lookup]

Fixed a defect where a wrong stop date was sent out after a multidose responsible doctor selects to answer a stop question 
positively for a treatment that has stop in the future
[RENO-17697, Wrong stop date sent out when MD doctor selects to answer a stop question positively for treatment that has 
stop in the future]
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